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ABSTRACT
Malicious Android applications pose serious threats to mobile security. They threaten the data confidentiality and system integrity on Android devices. Monitoring runtime activities serves as an important technique for analyzing dynamic
app behaviors. We design a triggering relation model for dynamically analyzing network traffic on Android devices. Our
model enables one to infer the dependency of outbound network requests from the device. We describe a new machine
learning approach for discovering the dependency of network
requests. These request-level dependence relations are used
to detect stealthy malware activities. Malicious requests are
identified due to the lack of dependency with legitimate triggers. Our prototype is evaluated on 14GB network traffic
data and system logs collected from an Android tablet. Experimental results show that our solution achieves a high
accuracy (99.1%) in detecting malicious requests sent from
new malicious apps.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Similar to PC malware, researchers found that malicious
mobile applications usually fetch and run code on-the-fly
without the user’s knowledge [49]. Their purposes are often
to stealthily collect and exfiltrate sensitive information.
Static analysis solutions typically inspect the source code,
binaries or call sequences for detecting anomalies. For example, Drebin [4] extracts features including APIs, permissions, and app components to characterize and classify apps.
SCSDroid [20] identifies malicious apps by extracting subsequences of system calls. However, dynamic code loading, Java reflection-based method invocation, data encryption, and self-verification of signatures are commonly seen in
the malware code [11, 38]. These types of code obfuscation
make static analysis based detection challenging. Dynamic
analysis, as a complementary to the static analysis, detects
the runtime behaviors of the malicious apps. For example,
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TaintDroid [10] is a solution to monitor and verify the sensitive information flows through the apps, but it is infeasible
to learn the origin of sensitive data leaking (e.g., triggered
by users or malicious code fetching from a remote host). Our
solution provides the logic insights between the user’s interaction and malicious traffic. Besides, as we treat the apps
as blackbox, our solution is lightweight and low-overhead, as
opposed to monitoring the apps as whitebox in TaintDroid.
In this paper, we aim at identifying malicious apps by
analyzing their dynamic behaviors, specifically the network
traffic generated by apps. We profile the traffic pattern of
benign apps to detect malicious network requests and enhance the sensemaking process.
Sensemaking is an analysis process including the tasks
of investigating the complex data, exploring their connections, and gaining insights [13]. In this paper, we propose a
learning-based approach to discover dependencies of network
requests and thus detect malicious ones. The problem of dependence discovery on network events has been introduced
in [44]. The dependence of network requests is defined as
the triggering relationship (TR). The triggering relation between two network requests ri and rj exists if rj cannot be
issued unless ri is sent out first (denoted by ri → rj ). The
triggering relations on app-generated requests capture how
one network event is related to other events. They model
the underlying logical and semantic relations among network events, which is useful for human experts’ cognition,
reasoning, and decision making in cyber security [12, 43].
The temporal and triggering relationship can be represented in a directed graph that is referred to as triggering
relation graph (TRG). We refer the first request that triggers
others as the root-trigger request. It may be caused by legitimate user activities or generated by benign apps. The TRG
is composed of a list of trees, which are rooted by their roottriggers and can be sorted chronologically. Each tree depicts
one scenario that how user requests the network resources
(e.g., web-browsing, downloading a song). The legitimacy
of the requests relies on the legitimacy of their root-triggers.
Therefore, dependence structure of network requests offers
important insights for identifying network anomalies, and
thus supporting the sensemaking process.
Our Android traffic causal analysis targets at the stealthy
network activities via HTTP. HTTP is the protocol chosen by most app developers to implement communication
with remote servers [37] and is hardly blocked by anti-virus
tools. Repackaged apps and drive-by download attacks are
the common initial infection vectors [49]. After the malicious apps are installed, the requests sent to remote hosts

could leak user’s information or conduct bot activities for
profits. Our proposed solution can detect these types of activities without knowing any signatures of the malware, and
thus applicable to detect the new (zero-day) malicious apps.
An important technical enabler of our solution is the ability to discover the triggering relation of pairs of requests.
We refer to it as the pairwise triggering relation discovery.
Pairwise relations are used to construct the full triggering
relation graph (TRG). The graph depicts the causality of requests and allows one to quickly identify the root triggers of
observed events. Our solution classifies the root triggers to
identify malicious requests based on their dependency features. The new capability of our solution is to distinguish
malicious root triggers from legitimate ones in Android network traffic. It allows us to detect the stealthy malware
activities that may not be detected by existing traffic analysis methods (e.g., [9, 37]).
Dependence analysis was proposed for detecting anomalies on hosts in [44]. Our work systematically differs from
theirs in the problem scope and implementations. First, we
extend the triggering relation discovery problem for all types
of apps on mobiles. The definition of triggering relationship
is studied using the delay injection approach. In comparison,
theirs only handles the browser-generated requests by using
the referrer-based heuristic. Second, their solution requires
a predefined whitelist to filter out the non-user triggered
benign requests, while we leverage the two-stage learningbased approach to classify the benign requests.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We utilize the triggering relation model to formalize
the dependency of mobile network requests and trafficgenerating user inputs. The discovery of triggering relations on pairwise network events enables us to construct a triggering relation graph. We present a twostage learning-based solution and use it to classify the
abnormal requests.
• We conduct our experiments on 14GB network and
system data. Our results show that the triggering relations of network traffic on Android can be inferred
at the accuracy of 98.2%. Without knowing any priori knowledge, our solution enables the detection of
malicious requests sent from the newly released apps.
Results confirm that we can detect 99.1% malicious
requests from all malicious apps.
The significance of our work is to provide insights of the
traffic dependency for Android security and demonstrate
the use of structural and semantic information in reasoning
about network behaviors and detecting stealthy anomalies.
Dependency analysis is a promising security approach that
is capable of describing how events are related to each other
and further identify the anomalies isolating from others. The
pairwise relationship is designed to compare the features of
two events, which are also applicable to system calls, services
in a network, and events in Internet of Things (IoT). The
key challenges of obtaining pairwise relationship are i) the
features need to sufficiently characterize the logic relation
between events, and ii) the classification needs to be scalable
for voluminous data. In this paper, we present our prototype
to address the problem in the context of Android network
traffic. We show its feasibility in detecting zero-day network
anomalies based on the dependencies of network requests.

2.

MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW

We discuss the challenges of extracting network traffic dependency in Android and the security applications of our
analysis model. We also give an overview of our solution.

2.1

New Challenges of Triggering Relation Discovery on Mobile Devices

The problem of detecting malicious requests on mobile devices is challenging. We summarize the technical difficulties
on the Android platform as follows.
• Lack of referrer. In our study, 83% network traffic
sent from Android device is generated by non-browser
apps. The app developers create diverse apps that
communicate with the remote servers via HTTP protocol. However, the HTTP requests sent from nonbrowser apps rarely contain correct and meaningful referrers. Some apps attach unified referrer information
for all outbound requests. Therefore, existing solutions including the referrer-based inference [36, 45] or
the instrumented browser [25, 26] do not work for the
general apps.
• Diverse network traffic from apps. Compared
with browser-generated traffic, requests sent from apps
have varying patterns. How to use a unified framework
to infer the triggering relationship has not been studied yet. Processing massive data also demands scalable
solutions.
• Automatic notifications and updates. Mobile devices constantly alert users with notifications, resulting
in plentiful network requests in the background. Properly handling the notifications is crucial in achieving a
high accuracy and low false positives. The tradition
whitelisting created by human experts is no longer adequate. Hence, to automatically generate whitelisting
using learning-based methods is desirable.
We infer triggering relations by analyzing how the delays are
propagated among the network requests of an app. As a result, we discover the dependency without requiring the referrer information. We also design a learning-based approach
to classify the triggering relationship of requests, which is
scalable and suitable for all types of Android apps. We build
the TRG based on classification results. The graph offers
rich structural and context-aware features which are further
used to identify malicious requests and aid the sensemaking
process. The whitelisting generated from machine learning
outcomes saves human efforts and improves the detection
accuracy.

2.2

Security Applications of Our Detection

Our model detects the malicious network behaviors by
discovering the dependency of network packets on Android
devices. The behaviors of malware include the unauthorized
network activities, e.g., stealthy outbound requests without
user’s awareness, piggyback requests containing malicious
code, and other types of out-of-order requests. These behaviors existing in a wide range of malware families cause
sensitive information leaking and system abusing. Malicious
apps may not immediately trigger its malicious behaviors,
because the timing or logic bombs (e.g., debugger-checks,
rooting-checks) could delay the triggering. We list some examples of our security applications as follows.
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Figure 1: The workflow of our triggering relation discovery based malware detection.

• Repackaged apps refer to the malicious apps created
by repackaging the existing benign ones [49]. They are
known to contain malign payloads that may cause malicious requests, which are usually generated without
user’s consent, e.g., AnserverBot malware family.
• Drive-by download apps fetch malicious payloads
at runtime. In our context, drive-by downloading refers
to the unintentional malicious download. For example,
it may lure users and stealthily install a new malicious
app or create a shortcut icon to some malicious or advertisement sites, e.g., com.Punda.Free.
• Android bots, being controlled by bot masters through
the network, can be used to conducted remote attacks.
Android bots are not exclusive to the other two categories. Their behaviors often include the stealthy network communication to remote command and control
(C&C) servers.
The benign apps sometimes send out outbound requests
without user’s awareness. As an open problem, these “gray”
requests are difficult to be classified, because they may be
sent with user’s consents. Our model labels these requests
as suspicious.
We target at the malicious apps running on the userspace, therefore malware with root access is not in our threat
model. We trust the system logs and keylogger apps to infer
the triggering relationship and root-triggers.

2.3

of each tree, i.e., if it is generated from a benign app, the
entire tree Ti is legitimate. The anomalies are the requests
of trees that are not triggered by users, nor belong to the
auto-generated notifications/updates from benign apps.
We show an overview of the workflow in Figure 1. Our
approach requires the data labeling (in training phase) based
on the requests R, details of which are given in §5.
The main operations in our analysis are pairing, TR analysis,
and detection. The first two operations are designed to model
the triggering relations and build a TRG. Both TR analysis
and detection include training and testing, as the standard
operations for the machine learning approach. Specifically,
we adopt a multinomial classification in TR analysis and use
a binary classifier in detection.
A) Pairing takes the R as an input and outputs a set of paired
requests P = {P (ri , rj )}. (§3.1)
B) TR analysis takes the predicted pairs P as inputs and
outputs a constructed TRG G. (§3.2)
C) Detection takes a TRG G and its root-trigger set RT as inputs. It extracts features of RT and builds classifications
to predict the legitimacy of root-triggers. (§4)

3.

TRIGGERING RELATION MODELING

We describe our triggering relation modeling in this section. The goal of this modeling is to build a complete and
accurate TRG for the later detection phase.

Overview of Our Approach

A triggering relation graph is composed of network events
and the edges that link them. The problem of triggering relation discovery on a set of network events can be solved by
inferring the triggering relations of pairs of events, which is
defined as the pairwise triggering relation. Given a sequence
of network requests R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn }, the purpose of pairwise comparison is to generate a set of pairs P = {P (ri , rj )},
where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, ri and rj have a high likelihood to
have a triggering relation. The pairwise comparison method
has been proposed to solve the general relation discovery
problem [16, 17, 44]. In this work, we further advance it in
the Android context by improving the pairing efficiency and
using the multinomial classification.
Utilizing predicted results from the classification, we build
the TRG G = {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm }, each Ti is a tree rooted
at request rti . We classify the root-triggers RT = {rti }
(1 ≤ i ≤ m), based on the extracted features from TRG
G. The root-trigger request rti determines the legitimacy
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Figure 2: A sample tree (a) and its pairing results (b). In
(a), nodes and edges denote the network requests and their
triggering relations respectively.
We introduce the multi-class to describe the structural
relations of two requests ri and rj : (1) parent-child: ri →
rj , (2) sibling: ri and rj have the same parent (i.e., rk →
ri and rk → rj ), (3) same-tree: ri and rj are situated on
the same tree (ri ∈ Ti and rj ∈ Ti ) without parent-child
and sibling relations, and (4) no-relation: ri and rj on

two different trees. The quad-class offers rich information
to identify the relations for requests in a TRG. Figure 2
illustrates how we generate pairs from a sample tree based
on quad-class labeling and how these relations determine the
pattern of a tree in a TRG.

3.1

Pairwise Feature Extraction

The pairing operation is performed on any two requests ri
and rj in R for whose time difference is less than a threshold
τ . Let the request ri have p attributes and each is denoted
as ri .attr, attr ∈ {time, IP, port, host, ..., URL}. Then, the
pairing operation is performed on every attribute of the requests. The pairwise comparison can be written as P (ri , rj ) =
{f1 (ai .time, aj .time), . . . , fp (ai .URL, aj .URL)}, where fk is the
pairing function for the k-th attribute. Shown in Table 1,
different types of attributes require different pairing strategies (fk ).
Attribute

Pairwise Function (fk )

Example(s)

Numerical
Nominal
String
Composite

Compute the difference.
(Sub)string/equality test.
String similarity comparison.
Comparison of sub-attributes.

Timestamp.
Protocol.
Host, URL.
IP address.

Table 1: Pairing functions used for different attribute types.
Adaptive Pairing. To avoid the O(n2 ) complexity of
pairing n requests, we only analyze network requests whose
timestamps are within a small time window (threshold). Let
d(i,j) be the time difference between a pair of requests ri
and rj that have triggering relation. We obtain the 3-day
moving average of d(i,j) as the µ and its corresponding σ 2
in the learning phase, and calculate the threshold using the
Chebyshev’s inequality (τ = µ + 10 ∗ σ). The probability of
the difference between d(i,j) and µ exceeds 10∗σ is no greater
than 1%. The Chebyshev’s inequality offers an upper bound
on the probability of d(i,j) , regardless of its distribution.

3.2

Quad-class Classification and TRG Construction

In the TR analysis operation, we train classifiers to predict
triggering relations on pairs P = {P (i, j)|i < j}. The predicted results are in the form of (ri , rj ) → lij , where lij is
one of the relations in the quad-class.
We analyze three types of relationship: parent-child, sibling, and same-tree and assign weights wp , ws , and wt to
them, respectively.1 The purpose of the weights is to construct the TRG based on the classified pairwise triggering
relations. Given ri and rj , we define w(ri ,rj ) in Equation 1
as a score of the pair (ri , rj ), which is the summation of the
weights that indicate their triggering relationship.


wp , if (ri , rj ) → parent-child.
w , if (r , r ) → parent-child
X 
s
i k
w(ri ,rj ) =
w
(1)

and
(rk , rj ) → sibling.



wt , if (ri , rj ) → same-tree.
We show the procedure to calculate the weight for the
classified pair (ri , rj ) in Algorithm 1. The inputs of Algorithm 1 are the predicted results P and the weights (wp , ws ,
1
In our design, the weights are calculated using multivariable linear regression.

and wt ). In lines 6-9, there may be multiple triggering candidates (parents) for one request, thus we update the weights
for each node of its parents (denoted by Parent(ri )). The
output of Algorithm 1 is a dictionary of keys D, which contains the calculated weights of pairs that (may) have triggering relationship.
Algorithm 1 Triggering Relation Weights Calculation
Input: Requests R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn }, classified pairs P =
{(ri , rj ) → pij } (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n), and weights wp , ws , wt .
Output: A dictionary of keys D = {(ri , rj ) = w(ri ,rj ) }, where
ri and rj may have triggering relationship according to the
classification, and its weight is w(ri ,rj ) .
1: define D to store the weight w(ri ,rj ) for the edge ri → rj
2: for each pair (ri , rj ) → pij ∈ P do
3: if pij = parent-child relation then
4:
weight w(ri ,rj ) += wp , and update w(ri ,rj ) in D
5: else if pij = sibling relation then
6:
Parent(ri ) ← ri ’s trigger(s) according to P
7:
for rp in Parent(ri ) do
8:
weight w(rp ,rj ) += ws , and update w(ri ,rj ) in D
9:
end for
10: else if pij = same-tree relation then
11:
Root(ri ) ← ri ’s root request(s) according to P
12:
for each rr in Root(ri ) do
13:
weight w( rr , rj ) += wt , and update w(ri ,rj ) in D
14:
end for
15: end if
16: end for
17: return D

Building a TRG from D is equivalent to finding the maximal spanning tree in a graph. In our approach, we adopt
Prim’s algorithm, which suggests starting from one vertex
and selects the highest weight from the adjacent neighbors.2
Prim’s algorithm fits our needs of starting from known roottriggers. The prerequisite in Prim’s algorithm is the weight
calculation. During the process of selecting the largest weight
in Prim’s algorithm, there may be equal weights in D. We
design rules to select the best triggering parent for a given
request from a group of candidates whose weights are equal,
i.e., w(ri ,rk ) = w(rj ,rk ) . The following rules are presented in
the order of the precedence.
Rule 1) If ri ∈ Ti , rj ∈ Tj , and rti .time > rtj .time, then
ri → rk . (The rule is in favor of the request on the
most recent dependency tree.)
Rule 2) If ri , rj ∈ Ti , ri .level < rj .level, then ri → rk .
(The rule is in favor of the request on the upper
level of the tree.)
Rule 3) If ri , rj ∈ Ti , ri .level = rj .level, ri .time > rj .time,
then ri → rk . (The rule is in favor of the most
recent requests on the same level of the tree.)
We make these design choices based on the empirical study
and domain knowledge of the Android network traffic. Prim’s
algorithm outputs the TRG G by picking the best candidate
trigger from the equal-weight candidates. As the classification results may contain redundant or conflicting information, it is indispensable to solve the tie-breaking of weights.
2
Prim’s algorithm is usually used to find the minimal spanning tree. However, in our scenario, the larger weights mean
the higher possibility to have triggering relationship. Therefore, we find the maximal spanning tree for G. The same
situation applies when using Kruskal’s algorithm.
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 —
No tie.

r1 → r 2

 —
r3 is on upper
level than r4 .

r3 → r 4

r1 → r 3
r3 → r 5

Table 2: The triggering relations are built from the predicted
results. In predicted results, p-c and sib denote the parentchild and sibling relations respectively. w( ri , rj ) shows the
calculated weights using Algorithm 1. The tie-break column
shows the rule to resolve ties. Note that the weight wp + ws
in (1) and (2) is due to the predicted result from (3).

We illustrate our TRG construction using an example in
Table 2. First, we calculate the weights by parsing the predicted results. According to formulas (1-3), we observe that
r1 has parent-child relation with r2 and r3 . Furthermore,
the knowledge of formula (3) is redundant, only formulas
(1-2) are enough to deduce the triggering relations. In the
latter formulas (4-6), the parent of request r5 has two candidates r3 and r4 based on the calculated weights. We resolve
this conflict by using our tie-breaking rules.
The complexity of Algorithms 1 is O(|P|2 ). Due to the
sparse triggering relations in a TRG (i.e., |node| ≈ |edge|),
the complexity of Prim’s algorithm is O(n ∗ log(n)), where
n is the number of requests in R.
Security discussion. The threshold τ in §3.1 determines
the efficiency and accuracy in pairing operation. A large τ
causes unnecessary pairs between two irrelevant requests,
resulting in unbalanced datasets, which negatively impacts
the inference accuracy. A small τ leads to insufficient pairs,
resulting in a fragmented TRG. For example, synchronous
requests (e.g., AJAX), retrieved much later than normal requests, could be regarded as vagabond requests, and causes
false positives in detection. Therefore, the adaptive window
size can improve the pairing accuracy by adjusting the τ
according to the recent user’s behaviors.
The TRG construction relies on the weights calculation
algorithm and tie-breaking rules. Malicious requests tend
to hide themselves by building dependencies to benign requests. Wrong triggering relationship results in the wrong
root-trigger, which causes the false positives of malware detection. Our algorithm and rules build correct TRs by exhausting all predicted weights and reinforce the sensemaking
based on the parent-child and slinging relationships.

4.

DETECTION ON ROOT-TRIGGERS

In the detection phase, we identify the root triggers RT for
each network request based on the constructed TRG G =
{T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm }. Most requests are directly or indirectly
triggered by the legitimate user’s inputs (UT ). However,
there may exist requests that cannot be linked with any
user’s activities, e.g., notification requests from benign apps
(AT ), malicious requests from the malware (MT ). Therefore,
RT can be formalized as the disjoint sets of the three.
RT = {UT ∪ AT ∪ MT }

(2)

In our design, we use binary classifiers to detect the malicious requests (MT ) in two steps: (1) In a clean/labeled

dataset, we distinguish the notifications or update requests
(AT ) from other benign ones (UT ). A whitelisting can be
generated from the learning outcomes (AT ). (2) In a realworld dataset, we filter out the requests that belong to the
whitelist, and then differentiate the malicious requests (MT )
from the benign ones (UT ).
We describe the features extraction for root-triggers in
§4.1 and the root-trigger identification/labeling in §4.2.

4.1

Feature Extraction for Detection

For a given root-trigger rt ∈ RT , we extract features as
described in Table 3. We train and classify the data using
common supervised machine learning classifiers (e.g., random forest, logistic regression). The output of the classification in detection is the partition of RT .
Type

F1

F2

F3

F4
†

‡

Feature Definition / Description
F1 describes the number of similar requests in the
previous user-triggered trees.
f (rt ) = |r|, where r ∈ UT , rt .time − r.time ≤ τ ∗ † ,
fu (ar .attr, art .attr) ≤ τu ‡
F2 describes the number of similar requests in the
previous non-user-triggered trees.
f (rt ) = |r|, where r ∈ {AT ∪ MT }, rt .time − r.time ≤ τ ∗ †
fu (ar .attr, art .attr) ≤ τu ‡
F3 describes the statistics from the previous usertriggered trees in G.
f (rt ) = |r|, where r ∈ UT , rt .time − r.time ≤ τ ∗ †
F4 describes the temporal relation of rt and previous
events. E.g., up is the most recent user event prior to rt ,
then f (rt ) = |rt .time − up .time|.

τ ∗ is a time threshold used in feature extraction (not the τ for
pairing). τ ∗ could be 1 second, 1 minute, 1 hour, 12 hours and etc.
fu is the function to compute the similarity between attributes.
ar .attr denotes a request r’s (semantic) features, e.g., Host, Referrer, request URL and destination IP.

Table 3: Features extracted for the detection operation.
In this operation, the dependency-based feature set FD =
{F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 } contain the rich semantic and structural information of G and aid the sensemaking in detecting anomalies. The design of FD features is based on our empirical
observations on malicious and benign requests. F1 features
are extracted to characterize the frequently visit websites
and some benign requests. Because these websites can be
cached by apps to save the bandwidth, therefore, the newly
generated requests may not contain referrers. F2 features
are used to characterize the auto-generated benign requests.
Because Android apps may pull notifications from the remote servers periodically, the IP, host and referrer information of the notifications have usually seen before. F3 and
F4 features are designed to quantify the pattern of UT in G.
The heuristics behind these features is that: 1) requests are
usually sent during the highly interactive periods; 2) usertrigger requests are inclined to be sent immediately after
the user’s actions, while the idle between two root-trigger
requests is a noticeable long interval.

4.2

Root-trigger Identification

To find the root-trigger is an essential task in identifying
the normalcy of the requests, as the requests triggered by
the root remain the same legitimacy in our model.
In our solution, we take advantage of the Android system
debug logs (Logcat) and the KidLogger app [18] to accurately
infer the root-triggers. The Logcat serves as a default means

to view the system debug outputs, and thus can be used
to identify if the request is triggered by user’s requests or
by system/software updates. We focus on the logging levels
information and debug, as they provide the caller app name
and its status information. The KidLogger app is designed to
monitor and track on the Android system as a parental control tool. We obtain the following information by processing
the Logcat and KidLogger data.
• We identify the notification requests (AT ) by parsing
the ActivityManager logs from Logcat. The ActivityManager is a major class that interacts with overall activities running on the Android device. It provides the
information about when a particular service is awake
and invokes network connections.
• When users interact with an app, debug logs reveal
details on when and how the app responses. Integrated
with the information from Kidlogger, we determine the
foreground apps. Then, we correlate the root-trigger
request (UT ) with the closest user’s activity prior to it.

4.3

Security Analysis and Limitations

Our dependence analysis model aims at analyzing the network activities of Android devices, while it has certain limitations and possible evasions. Our discussions are as follows.

time perturbation method is suitable for generating rules on
small-scale data, which fits the needs of labeling and training purposes. In comparison, our learning-based approach
described in §3 can be used for analyzing and testing on
large-scale data.
Given two requests ri and rj , where ri triggers rj , the
time difference d(i,j) can be decomposed into several components: (1) DNS query time to obtain the IP address, (2)
TCP connection time and one RTT (round-trip time), (3)
network delays (e.g. queuing delay), and (4) processing time
at both server and client sides. Any of the factors may impact the discovery of causality for non-browser apps. We
use the time sequence of outbound packets to estimate the
triggering relations by creating temporal perturbations. To
distinguish the artificially-generated delays from other factors and random noise, we take advantage the statistical tests
to achieve high levels of confidence. Our dependence analysis and Rippler [42] operate at different levels of granularity:
we detect dependencies at the level of outbound requests,
while Rippler does so at the level of network services.
Baseline

5.

LABELING TRIGGERING RELATIONS
ON MOBILE DATA

A technical challenge in our work is the lack of readily
available labeled data, i.e., network events with labeled triggering relations. We spend a substantial amount of effort
designing methods to label the triggering relation of general
apps. Our approach is based on the timing perturbation. It
delays one request and see if others would be affected. The
rationale behind this approach is that the delay of an individual request will be propagated to the requests that are
triggered by it.
We elaborate the approach to label the triggering relations (data labeling operation in Figure 1). This process is
time-consuming and needs human efforts. Therefore, the

R2

R3

R4 R5

time

R1

Delay R1

Delay R2

• Non-HTTP protocol. Our solution targets at the stealthy
network activities via HTTP, because HTTP is the
protocol of choice for most app developers to implement communication with remote servers [37] and is
hardly blocked by anti-virus tools. By combining other
security tools and policies, one can set up firewall rules
for apps that use other protocols.
• Data authenticity. As an anti-analysis technique, attackers may forge the user and system events so that
the malicious requests have triggers. Advanced solutions (e.g., [2, 24, 28]) can be used to ensure the authenticity of the user inputs and system events.
• Rooting device. Our prototype requires rooted mobile
devices and the monitored apps run in the user-space.
This requirement may reduce the usability for non-tech
savvy users.
• Encrypted traffic. For the encrypted network activities via HTTPS, one might adopt an authorized proxy to
decrypt and analyze the traffic. This method requires
the device to install a self-signed CA to encrypt the
network packets [29].
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Figure 3: We label training data using the timing perturbation and incrementally build the TRG. Dashed lines represent the intermediate results and solid lines represent the
finalized triggering relationship.
Our dependency inference consists of three steps. In step
(i), we record R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn }, a series of network traffic
generated from one app. The list R serves as a baseline,
where the elements in R are ordered by their timestamps.
In step (ii), we re-act the scenario and delay t milliseconds
for each object in R. This step is based on the fact that rj
is a dependent of ri , if and only if rj is not loaded until ri
is fetched. For step (i) and each iteration in step (ii), we
perform m times to obtain m observations.
In step (iii), we apply statistical tests to the m observations for identifying the triggering relations. We define X(j,i)
as the variable for the outbound timestamp of j-th packet
when the i-th packet is delayed (i = 0, for the baseline in
Figure 3). We denote µ(j,i) and σ(j,i) as the mean and SD
of X(j,i) . Because the delay injection is independent of each
iteration and the samples are from a normal distribution, we
adopt the two-sample pooled t-test to figure out whether the
j-th packet is affected by the i-th packet [30]. The null hypothesis is H0 : µ(j,0) = µ(j,i) . We report the j-th packet is a
dependent of the i-th packet, once the statistical test rejects
H0 . The dependency graph can be incrementally built based
on the finding of dependency from temporal perturbations,
as shown in Figure 3.
We assume the requests R are not changed during our
study. However, we do observe some requests from an app

may slightly differ between the iterations. Therefore, we
compute the edit distance and regard two URLs identical
if the similarity is less than a threshold. Furthermore, we
confirm such a discrepancy rarely transforms the TRG to a
different one.

6.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We implement a prototype to analyze the real-world network traffic on an Android device. Based on the collected
data, we conducted extensive tests on our proposed dependence analysis solution. The questions we seek to answer
are:
• How accurate is the prediction for TRs? (§6.4, §6.6)
• How accurate is the classification for detecting the notifications and malicious requests? (§6.5, §6.7)
• Can it detect new malicious Android apps? (§6.7)
• Is our approach scalable for analyzing real-world data?
What is the performance of our approach? (§6.8)

6.1

Implementation

Our prototype implements all parts of the dependence discovery and detection system. The data are processed on a
Linux machine with Intel i5-3320 and 16GB RAM.
Data collection and preprocessing. We root the device and install PythonForAndroid to run Python code. We
use tcpdump to sniff HTTP requests whose headers contain
valid GET or POST request. To log the user’s events, we continuously monitor the files from /data/input/. We use ps and
netstat commands to collect the process information and associate the network requests with a process. The collection
and preprocessing are implemented with 1,400 lines of code
in Python and Bash.
Pairing and classification. We implemented the pairing,
TR analysis and feature extraction for detection in Java using
the Weka library with 1,200 lines of code. To build the TRG,
we wrote 800 lines code in Python.

6.2

Experimental Dataset

The experimental data are obtained from a Nexus 7 tablet.
The device, equipped with our data collecting code, is given
to a graduate student of a university for regular daily use.
The device comes with 28 bundled apps, and then we installed 36 popular apps via the official Android store [3].
We first collected the network and system logs for a continuous 72-day period. These 64 apps are regarded as benign
and do not conduct malicious activities. The selected popular apps cover a wide range of categories, including news,
social network, shopping, games, entertainment, etc.
Thereafter, we installed 24 malicious apps and collected
data for 22 days. The malicious apps include repackaged
apps that covertly fetch advertisement requests, drive-by
download apps that install other apps when running, and
spy apps that keep sending out host and user’s sensitive information (e.g., bookkeeping). The total dataset is 14 GB,
including 1.4 million user input records, 1.8 million system
logs, and 565 thousand network events after consolidation.
Experiment setup. We conduct two experiments.
• Dataset I: We apply our approach on clean data only.
The purpose is to evaluate its ability to recognize the
auto-generated notifications and updates from other
benign requests.

• Dataset II: With the full dataset, we randomly insert
the malicious data (by day) into the benign data and
evaluate the effectiveness of our approach to detect
malicious requests.
Dependency labeling of training data. We infer the
triggering relation of browser-generated HTTP requests, according to a referrer-based method, which achieves nearly
100% accuracy [44]. To label the dependency of network
traffic that comes from non-browser apps, we first installed
the apps in the Android emulator.3 We set up a proxy and
route the packets to a Linux host as a single point to control
the outbound traffic from the emulator. On the proxy, we
use netem to delay the traversing packets by adding the queuing delays, according to the scheme mentioned in §5. We
run the timing perturbation approach and generate heuristic rules to label all the triggering relations. Examples of
rules and learned patterns are listed in Table 4, for given
two requests ri and rj (ri proceeds rj ), and a threshold τ .
With our hand-tuned rules, we discover the triggering relation for 86.1% of HTTP requests. The rest of the requests
are labeled with the timing perturbation method.

6.3

Accuracy and Security Metrics

We apply three classifiers4 , namely random forest (R-F),
C4.5 algorithm (C45), and logistic regression (LOG) in both
triggering relation modeling and detection phases. The operations are evaluated using the following metrics.
• Pairing coverage (PC). This metric is to evaluate if
the (potential) triggering relation ri → rj (i < j) are
paired using the adaptive pairwise window (size = τ ).
PC =

|∀ri , rj ∈ R, s.t. ri → rj , d(i,j) ≤ τ |
|∀ri , rj ∈ R, s.t. ri → rj |

(3)

• TR accuracy (TRA): For each request r ∈ R, we
calculate the ratio of the number of requests correctly
identified its trigger to the total number of requests,
based on the ground truth. The metric evaluates the
effectiveness of the classifiers.
T RA =

|∀rj , ∃ri ∈ G, s.t. ri → rj |
|∀rj , ∃ri ∈ R, s.t. ri → rj |

(4)

• Precision, Recall, F-score: False negatives (FN)
are the malicious requests being detected as benign
ones. False positives (FP) are the benign requests being detected as malicious ones. We use the conventional metrics: i) false positive rate (FPR) and false
negative rate (FNR), ii) precision and recall, and iii)
F-score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall).

6.4

TR Analysis on Dataset I

Pairing. We calculate the adaptive pairing windows size
for dataset I using the 3-day moving average value and standard deviation (SD). The pairing window size for each sampling day is shown in Figure 4. We observe that the average
of the time difference d(i,j) is a stable value, though the SD
fluctuates a lot. We confirm that the pairing coverage is
nearly 100% and only a few dependent pairs are missed due
to their extremely long delays. The high pairing coverage is
guaranteed as explained in §3.1.
3
The emulator is used for labeling the triggering relations.
All other experiments are based on the real device.
4
Classifiers are selected based on the 10-fold cross validation.

No.

Rules (to decide that ri → rj , i.e., ri and rj have triggering relationship.)

Related Apps

1

ri .time - rj .time ≤ τ ∧ (ri .PID = rj .PID ∨ ri .program = rj .program) ∧ ri .host = rj .referrer.
ri .time - rj .time ≤ τ ∧ ri .program = rj .program ∧ rj .type = POST ∧ ri .host = rj .host
∧ rj .referrer = null.
ri .time - rj .time ≤ τ ∧ ri .program = rj .program ∧ func_sim(ri .host, rj .host) = true
∧ (ri .referrer = rj .referrer ∨ rj .referrer = null).
ri .time - rj .time ≤ τ ∧ ri .program = rj .program ∧ ri .destinationIP = rj .destinationIP
∧ func_sim(ri .host, rj .host) = true ∧ ri .program = rj .XRequestWith.

Traffic sent from browser apps.
Traffic sent from news, social,
or education apps.
Traffic sent from news, media,
or education apps.
Traffic sent from news or
media apps (using AJAX).

2
3
4

Table 4: The examples of summarized triggering relation rules using the time injection method. The attributes of request are
extracted from packet headers and system events. func_sim is used to compare the similarity of two string fields.
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Figure 4: The adaptive pairing window size and its coverage
rate for each sampling day on dataset I.

We find that parent-child, sibling, and same-tree relations account for 3%, 19% and 15% of the total number
of pairs.5 The rest of the pairs (62%) are labeled as norelation. We spot that the pairing window size is increased
from the 51st to 53rd days. This prolonged window is due
to a plural of AJAX calls from a browser app (Chrome).
Triggering Relation Modeling. We vary the sizes of
training and test data using i ∈ [1, 5, 10, 15, 20], i.e., we train
the data for i continuous day(s) and test the data in the
following i continuous day(s). Averaged results are reported
until the data on the last day of dataset I is tested. We show
the TR accuracy rates in Figure 5.

97.0%
96.5%
96.0%
95.5%
95.0%
94.5%
94.0%
93.5%
93.0%
92.5%
92.0%
91.5%
91.0%

comparison on shopping sites), similar requests are sent to
the same host from different tabs. These requests are likely
to be predicted to wrong triggers, because users may switch
the tabs frequently and shortly. As this only happens on
browser apps, a finer-granularity solution on tab-level events
can reduce the wrong predictions.

6.5

Recognition of Auto-generated Traffic

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate our ability to
recognize the auto-generated notifications and updates sent
from benign apps. This experiment helps us further reduce
false positive (false alerts). We evaluate the classification
based on the results of running the C4.5 algorithm in §6.4.
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Figure 6: The F-scores of classifying root-trigger requests
on dataset I.

5

6

TR Accuracy

All classifiers predict better with the increasing of the
training sizes. The C4.5 algorithm outperforms the other
two in all settings and it achieves the best TR accuracy at
96.8%.
The wrongly predicted cases mainly come from the browser
apps. When users view multiple similar webpages (e.g. price

In Figure 6, we plot the F-score of the three classifiers
on classifying the update requests. A peak is observed in all
classifiers, and the F-score reaches its highest value using 10day training size. This phenomenon is due to the constant
changes of app and user behaviors. Therefore, the size of
training windows is a trade-off between predict accuracy and
coverage. The prolonged training windows are not effective
in characterizing the root-triggers from recently active apps.
Show in Figure 6, random forest classifier outperforms the
other two classifiers and it maintains a relatively high and
steady accuracy.
Whitelist generation. We generate a list of HTTP entries that belong to the auto-generated notifications and benign update requests. The entries are presented as a 4-tuple
(host, destination IP, request type and app name6 ). We
label 28 distinct entries in the training data. These entries belong to 6 apps. Random forest classifier identifies
41 new entries from the testing data (52-day data) that can
be added to the whitelist. In the later detection, the re-

1-day

5-day

10-day

C4.5 Algorithm
Random Forest
Logistic Regression
15-day
20-day

Training size (days)

Figure 5: The TR accuracy of dataset I.

The number of sibling relation is greater than that of sametree, which is due to the shallow tree structure formed by
the Android network requests.

The request type specifies the GET or POST requests. The
app name is identified using the PID and PPID (parent PID)
information obtained from netstat and ps commands.

quests that match the whitelisted entires can be marked as
benign to reduce the false positives.
FP and FN analysis. For all classifiers, the false positive rate ranges from 1.4% to 2.9%. False positives are
mostly due to that the benign apps occasionally send out
statistical data for advertisement. For example, a social app
sends POST requests to www.google-analytics.com/collect.
The update requests sent to a popular third party host
may be classified as false negative. For example, a weather
app sometimes fetches metadata files (JSON or XML) from
s3.amazonaws.com, which counts as FNs.

6.6

TR Analysis on Dataset II

TR Accuracy

We run the TR Analysis on the dataset II. All TR accuracy
results demonstrate the same pattern as shown in Figure 5.
All TR accuracy results are above 96.0% for training data
that are greater than 5 days. The differences of TR accuracy are less than 1.0% for three classifiers when using
15-day and 20-day training data. The results converge to a
high accuracy, which shows it is feasible to test real-world
(mixed benign and malicious) Android network traffic using
a comparable small training dataset.

98.5%
98.0%
97.5%
97.0%
96.5%
96.0%
95.5%
95.0%
94.5%
94.0%
93.5%

ID

Package Name

Communication Server

Adware
1
com.allen.txtjjsz
2
com.chenyx.tiltmazs
3
com.zxcalendar.chapp
4
wbfire.facts family
5
com.ctinfotech.snake

gw.youmi.net
ade.wooboo.com.cn
api.is.apmob.cn
media.admob.com
media.admob.com

Trojan/Backdoor/Bots/Spyware
6
com.crazyapps family
7†
com.gfgfgg.dsdf
8‡
com.gucdxjdl.batterysaver
9
com.GoldDream.TingTing06i
10
com.qnuou.game
11
com.wing.qingshongxry

searchwebmobile.com
send.cxpts.com
send.cxpts.com
lebar.gicp.net
lebar.gicp.net
static2.ad.anzhi.com

Drive-by download/Update attack
7†
com.gfgfgg.dsdf
subscription.teebik.com
8‡
com.gucdxjdl.batterysaver au.umeng.com
12
com.Punda.Free
ad.leadboltapps.net
†, ‡: Both apps exhibit malicious behaviors in two categories.

Table 6: The package name and the communication server of
malicious apps in our testing set of dataset II.
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Figure 7: The TR accuracy of dataset II.

6.7

our organization IDS (FireEye) only reported the malware
activities from the com.crazyapps.angry.birds and classified
it as Trojan.Android.Plankton. FireEye fails to detect other
malware in our experiment.

Detection of Malicious Requests

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness of constructed triggering relation graph in detecting malware network activities. We first remove the notifications and update requests based on the whitelist in §6.5.
Thereafter, we run the binary classifiers on the root-triggers
of the constructed TRG (training size is 10-day). Shown in
Table 5, both tree-based classifiers (C45 and R-F) achieve the
better predict accuracy (F-scores) than the log regression.
Classifier

FPR

FNR

Precision

Recall

F-score

C45
R-F
LOG

5.2%
0.7%
8.1%

0.6%
3.6%
27.8%

0.991
0.999
0.980

0.994
0.964
0.722

0.993
0.981
0.832

Table 5: Detection accuracy rates on Dataset II.
We label 12 malicious apps, including adware, Trojan, and
drive-by download apps. We successfully detect 12 newly
installed malicious apps throughout the detection. A summary of the detected malicious apps is listed in Table 6. Our
solution provides a high accuracy in detecting both existing
malware families and new ones of all types. For the known
malware variants, e.g. wbfire.facts and com.crazyapps families, our solution detects them as they send requests to fetch
advertisements or conduct bot activities. During the study,

The malicious apps we detect cover a wide range of adware, Trojan, bots, spyware and drive-by download apps.
For example, a game app (com.Punda.Free) generates a shortcut link icon to ad.leadboltapps.net/show_app_icon on the
Android desktop once it is installed. It issues GET and POST
requests to ad.leadboltapps.net. A bot app (com.gfgfgg.dsdf),
pretending to offer optimization tools for Android, actively
sends out POST requests to send.cxpts.com every 5 minutes
in the background. We note that the Android bot is not
included in the training set, while we can detect it in the
testing. We identify the bot’s malicious activities, as their
requests are the lack of valid triggers. The detection does
not rely on its signatures or C&C servers information.
We regard these malicious apps as new, as none of them is
in the training set. Their traffic patterns may never be seen
before. Results show that our solution successfully identifies
all malware by flagging more than 99.1% their requests (out
of 33,000+ HTTP requests). Our solution can detect them
because the triggering relation tells the causality of requests
and the root-triggers reveal the requests’ legitimacy. Our
method does not have any assumptions on the type of apps
or what code obfuscation techniques used in malware.
Comparison with existing solutions. Existing solutions for detecting malicious URLs and domains use temporal, lexical and host-based features from the root-trigger
requests [5, 22]. These features are effective in detecting
malware that communicates to the hosts containing abnormal and meaningless URLs. However, their solutions do not
consider human inputs and event triggers.
In our experiments, we confirm that the same classifiers,
solely using lexical and host-based features, fail to identify
3.3%-4.9% malicious requests and cannot detect 4 malicious
apps in Dataset II. By checking the network traffic of these
malicious apps, we found that their URLs of communication
hosts contain the common English vocabulary seen in benign
websites.
FP and FN analysis. Based on the detection using C4.5
algorithm classifier, we find that the FPs are mostly due to

the redirected traffic to some well-known domain servers.
E.g., when a malicious app fetches a list of apps in its WebView for luring users to download, some requests are sent
to lh3.ggpht.com for retrieving images. These requests are
FPs, because the domain is benign. Other FPs may be due
to the uncommon domain names and unconventionally long
request strings. FNs are mainly sent by spyware or Trojan.

6.8

Performance

We evaluate the performance in terms of i) the pairing
efficiency for using our pairing algorithm and a baseline,
and ii) the running time of testing on pairwise comparisons
and detecting on root-triggers. We obtain the performance
results by averaging the running time over 5 rounds.
Pairing efficiency. The baseline pairing operation was
proposed in [44], which uses a fixed time threshold as pairing
window and an efficient pairing algorithm to pre-screen the
data before pairing. It takes 185 and 121 seconds to use
the baseline algorithm and ours respectively, for pairing all
requests in our dataset. Our algorithm improves at least
30% pairing performance.
TR analysis and detection. In Table 7, we report
the runtime of each operation in our prototype. The performance of the classifiers is consistent for both datasets in
each operation. The training time is a dominant factor of
the total running time for all classifiers.
Operation

Dataset

Runtime: training + test (seconds)

Pairing

I
II

0.064
0.087
R-F
0.16+2.3e-3
0.19+3.1e-3
0.07+9.7e-3
0.03+2.0e-3

TR
analysis
Detection

I
II
I
II

C45
0.13+1.9e-3
0.18+2.3e-3
0.05+8.2e-3
0.03+1.1e-3

LOG
1.65+6.8e-3
1.66+7.2e-3
0.21+1.2e-2
0.17+4.8e-3

Table 7: The performance of each operation is shown. The
results are calculated in seconds per 1000 records. The running time includes both training and testing in TR analysis
and detection operations.
In both TR analysis and detection operation, C4.5 algorithm takes the least running time. The random forest classification is slightly slower than C4.5 algorithm, while logistic regression takes the longest time. Overall, the total
runtime of the detection operation is significantly less than
that of the TR analysis, as the size of RT is much less than
that of P, i.e., |RT |  |P|.
Summary. We highlight our findings below.
• The C4.5 algorithm and random forest classifiers give
high precision and recall on finding the triggering relations and identifying the malicious requests. The false
positive rate is 0.7% using the random forest classifier.
Our approach to detecting malicious requests is scalable and does not require training on the entire data.
• Our evaluation involving 33,000+ Android app requests
achieves a high detection accuracy rate. Results show
that 99.1% of stealthy network activities with remote
hosts can be identified. We confirm the detection capability of our approach by pinpointing the sparse anomalies out of voluminous traffic data.

7.

RELATED WORK

Existing work on protecting Android system and detecting
malicious apps is studied in the form of static analysis [21,
40], taint analysis [10, 38, 41], and privilege control [14, 32,
47]. Most static analysis solutions for detecting malicious
apps leverage the features from API calls [1, 35, 39], system
calls [20], function calls [15].
Dynamic analysis solutions (e.g., [6, 10, 41]) focus on analyzing the application behaviors at runtime. Crowdroid [6]
classifies the benign and malicious apps based on the commonly seen system calls, which are obtained from real traces
via crowdsourcing. TaintDroid [10] monitors the sensitive
data flow on the system-wide, but it cannot provide the
insights of how the data are triggered from the user’s perspective. AppIntent [41] considers the user-intended data
transmission on Android and builds the missing leak between the data leaking and user’s interactions, while it needs
tremendous efforts in static taint analysis as it treats the
apps as whitebox. SmartDroid [48] proposes a hybrid analysis method to identify UI-based event trigger conditions
using the sensitive APIs. Our solution systematically differs
from the aforementioned dynamic analysis, as ours provides
a new aspect by connecting the knowledge from user’s interaction and network traffic for analysis the app’s behavior, while treating the app as blackbox. App Guardian [46]
proposes to temporally pause suspicious background process
to prevent the potential data leaking. We do not solve the
side channel attacks as App Guardian does, but our solution
prevents the data exfiltration by identifying the suspicious
outbound traffic. Recent work on policy analysis [31] uses
semi-supervised learning to model and analyze the policy
refinement process. In our work, we applied the learningbased approach on modeling and enforcing the dependency
of network requests.
Dependence analysis plays an important role in detection Android malware. In our work, we utilize the dependence analysis on Android-generated network traffic to detect malicious requests and apps. Our approach extends
the technologies on dependence analysis of network traffic [19,42,44,45] and outperforms rule-based methods [8,36].
Webprophet [19] and Rippler [42] present an approach to actively inject delays to infer the packet or service dependency.
Their solutions are designed for the purposes of performance
optimization and service dependency inference, as opposed
to malware detection. WebWitness [27] is proposed to trace
back the sequence of events (e.g., visited web pages) preceding malware downloads. It leverages automatically labeled
malware download paths to better understand the attack
trends, especially how users reach attack pages on the web.
A most related work is introduced in [44]. Yet, our solution
differs from theirs in three aspects.
1. Their work depends on a referrer-based heuristic, which
limits its applications. In comparison, we use the delay
injection approach for discovering triggering relations.
2. Their work is browser specific, as it requires a browser
extension to log users’ inputs. Our solution supports
all types of apps on Android and is more general.
3. Their solution requires a straightforward manually generated whitelist to filter out non-user triggered benign
requests. We designed a novel two-stage learning approach to automatically recognize benign requests.

Android network traffic classification has been studied in
the literature [7,9,33,37]. Authors in [37] proposed to distinguish the mobile traffic by investigating the traffic identify
from HTTP headers. NetworkProfiler introduces a technique to generate network profiles for identifying Android
apps based on their HTTP traffic [9]. Recent studies [7, 23]
show that an attacker can recognize user’s actions by analyzing the network traffic, even it is encrypted. In comparison,
our solution is focused on inferring the traffic dependence
for identifying the malicious requests, which is beyond the
traffic classification and profiling problems.
Also related are studies that proposed classification methods for identifying the suspicious/phishing URLs [5, 22, 34].
For example, Ma et al. proposed to examine the lexical
features of the URLs and features of the domain information to identify malicious URLs [22]. Authors in [34] utilized
page content-related features to detect phishing pages. Most
of their features can be categorized into: i) time-based, ii)
lexical and iii) host-based features. However, they do not
include the dependency features as ours. Our study makes
an important step towards addressing the significance of dependency knowledge in the detection of malicious requests
on Android.

8.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We described an Android malware detection technique
that analyzes the dependency of mobile network traffic. Our
analysis explores the request-level traffic dependence and
reasons about the root-triggers for all HTTP requests sent
from the device. We successfully demonstrated the use of
triggering relation discovery for enhancing the sensemaking
for security and identifying suspicious requests. Our evaluation confirms that our solution can identify 12 new malicious
Android apps that are not previously seen in the training
set. For the future work, we plan to deploy our tool to collect Android network traffic and detect more malicious apps
via crowdsourcing. Also, we plan to extend our solution for
real-time triggering relation inference and online detection.
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